
From: executive@bcscle.org [mailto:executive@bcscle.org]  

Sent: Monday, January 19, 2009 10:37 AM 
To: kjdiya@gmail.com 

Subject: Important announcements for Saraswati puja celebration 

 

Dear members, 
  
Here we are announcing some important innovative ideas which primarily came from our cultural 
secretaries which can be incorporated easily into our program to make the Saraswati puja event a real 
success. We will urge all members to please take spontaneous participation.  
  
1) This year we are trying to organize a wall magazine for kids during Saraswati Puja. We are trying to 
encourage all the kids for submitting their original genres in the form of poem/painting/story/writing 
(fiction/nonfiction), etc. Kid's contributions are what the wall magazine is looking for which will be unique. 
This is a new attempt of BCS to exhibit kid's talents in front of goddess Saraswati. For submission details 
please contact Subhendu at 330-968-4419 or Lopa at 216-407-8606 or via email at 
subhendu197@yahoo.com or lopamudra.das@case.edu .We are asking your kind cooperation in 
submitting your kid's activities by Jan 24. Please come forward to make this new effort a success. We are 
sure that you will enjoy and feel proud to seeing your kid's contribution to be a part of.  
  
2) We are also planning to organize a photography showcase during our Saraswati Puja event. We 
have lots of hidden local talents in photography who never got a chance to publicly share their 
spectacular photos. This will showcase original photography of the photographers who have portrayed 
their own imagination in their photos. Photography's sole vision is to reveal the wonderful landscapes, life, 
people in different shades and so  
on - in the most beautiful light possible. Interested individuals are invited to come forward with their best 
collection. For submission details please contact Subhendu at 330-968-4419 or Lopa at 216-407-8606 or 
via email at subhendu197@yahoo.com or lopamudra.das@case.edu . This is a new miniventure from 
BCS. We would appreciate your kind cooperation to make it a successful event. We are time limited, so 
we encourage everybody to submit their photos by Jan 31. This would be the best time of the year to 
organize such a colorful event. We welcome the pool of photographers (no age limit) for this event and 
please encourage yourselves to exhibit your best collection. .  
  
3) This is a reminder for the parents to give the names of your children who want to participate in the 
Bengali Recitation competition. Please convey the names to the same phone numbers or addresses as 
above. If we do not get enough names we may have to cancel this event.  
  
4) This is again a cautionary note that we should not park our cars at the Firestone parking area (the 
parking lot adjacent to ICC is also property of the Firestone). 
  
5) Last but not the least, we are again reminding all members to pay their whole year's due together 
during Saraswati Puja and enjoy the discount as mentioned in our previous mail.  
  
Thanking you,  
Wishing the best, 

Shouvik Majumdar Secretary BCS 2009  

Debabrata Ghosh  President  BCS 2009  

 

http://us.mc543.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=lopamudra.das@case.edu
http://us.mc543.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=lopamudra.das@case.edu

